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China is far and away the most appealing 
e-commerce market on the planet.

It has 668 million people with access to the internet, spending almost $600 billion online 
on consumer goods in 2015 alone. The annual growth rate is a staggering 33%. China is no 
longer just the place to get stuff made, but the world’s most exciting consumer market – 
increasingly online, and mobile.
 
In this guide, LNP China’s experts have distilled their knowledge of sales platforms, channels 
& fulfilment pathways, China import requirements and essential operations to give you 
insight into the best options available to sell online in China.

“Selling online in China represents the future for 
foreign brands entering the Chinese market. It 
provides a low-risk path to testing and localizing 
your product for the Chinese market. This will 
guide will give you an operational road-map to 
get started.”

ANDY CLAYTON, CEO, LNP China

Many Western brands wanting to do business in China are keen to answer the question: 

JUST HOW DO I GO ABOUT 
SELLING ONLINE IN CHINA?
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1 What is the best online sales channel 
for my business in China?

CHANNEL 1: YOUR OWN  E-COMMERCE SITE
You can sell online in China from your own website, allowing you to retain control over the 
point of sale. Chinese consumers often have a high degree of trust in foreign sites, where they 
are confident that goods have indeed come from overseas. Many well-known UK high street 
names, as well as more boutique shops, have been pulled to China through organic traffic to 
their website from Chinese consumers. To build on this traffic, a particularly popular option is 
to adapt your standalone website into WeChat, thereby plugging your products directly into 
the largest social media eco-system in China, directing traffic from content and followers with 
ease. 
 
Selling online in China from your own website does require you to create and maintain a 
localised site for the Chinese market and to drive traffic to it. Be aware that access speeds can 
also be an issue as it is unlikely you will be able to host the site in China unless you have an 
entity or agency solution lined up.

There are three online channels open for you 
to start selling online in China:

ONLY 10%
of online transactions come 
from standalone websites in 
China so you will also need to 

consider a presence on a major 
e-commerce platform as well. 

DID YOU KNOW?
Many well-known UK high 

street names, as well as more 
boutique shops, have been 

pulled to China through organic 
traffic to their website from 

Chinese consumers.
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SELFRIDGES GLOBAL WEBSITE TAILORED FOR SHOPPERS FROM CHINA

http://www.selfridges.com/CN/en/cat/CountrySelection/?countryCode=CN_en#referrer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.selfridges.com%2FCN%2Fen%2F
https://hollandbarrett.tmall.hk/search.htm?spm=a220m.1000858.1000725.26.ubs1tz&rn=e4fad2b5296d0089d2304ccb1d6ad935&keyword=hollandbarrett&user_number_id=2592047981
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CHANNEL 2: A GLOBAL CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE SITE IN CHINA
Many of the large Chinese e-commerce platforms have global sites, such as TMall Global and 
JD Worldwide, which allow Western brands to sell direct to Chinese consumers. These have 
the immediate advantage of plug and play interfaces, large client bases, and an advantageous 
fulfilment & tax system called ‘cross border e-commerce’. Currently, only TMall Global & JD 
Worldwide are able to act as the ‘guarantor’ for cross-border e-commerce. Other platforms (e.g. 
Yihaodian) usually require a local company in China to take on this role. 
 
Bear in mind that the major global cross-border e-commerce sites charge high fees, however, 
and often try to force heavy product discounting. A well-known British retail brand has recently 
pulled out of TMall Global, as a result of not being able to recover the amount invested in set 
up costs. We find that many companies, particularly smaller, emerging brands, can find it hard 
to get noticed on the larger cross-border e-commerce sites in China such as TMall Global & JD 
Worldwide. Remember not to overlook the tail of more niche global cross-border e-commerce 
sites when deciding on the best online sales channel for your product in China.

MOST PURCHASED CATEGORIES & COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN ON CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE

TOP 10 PURCHASED CATEGORIES OF ORIGIN ON CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE IN 2015

45.7% 39.3% 38.6% 38.0% 30.6%

26.6% 26.1% 26.0%

Domestic 
Applicance

24.4% 23.1%
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53.9%

45.7%

35.3%

28.5%

28.0%

20.4%

20.4%

19.6%

TOP 8 PURCHASED COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN ON CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE IN 2015
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 CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE HAS OPENED UP DIRECT SALES PLATFORM 

FOR RESTRICTED PRODUCT CATEGORIES SUCH AS HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS UNTIL 2017

https://hollandbarrett.tmall.hk/search.htm?spm=a220m.1000858.1000725.26.ubs1tz&rn=e4fad2b5296d0089d2304ccb1d6ad935&keyword=hollandbarrett&user_number_id=2592047981
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CHANNEL 3: A DOMESTIC E-COMMERCE SITE IN CHINA
With the correct arrangements in place with a local company in China (or by registering your own 
WFOE in China), you can alternatively sell your goods on a local e-commerce platform, such as 
Taobao, TMall or JD.com. With the right product and marketing, sales volume can be high – for 
example, San Pellegrino, a leading FMCG sparkling water brand, achieved sales of approaching 1.5m 
bottles (25% of total China sales) through domestic e-commerce sites in 2015.
 
This channel does, however, involve a number of local operations. Your products will need to be 
imported into China, making a warehousing and fulfilment option necessary. You will need to set up a 
company in China to register the store as well as secure local solutions for customer service, delivery, 
and returns.
 
Domestic Chinese e-commerce sites can be highly competitive, with cut-throat pricing and 
local knock-off products. Proving the foreign provenance of product can also be a challenge, as 
Chinese consumers are often suspicious of products sold domestic e-commerce sites in China.
 
Alibaba (owners of TMall and TaoBao) and JD.com have made progress in countering this by allowing 
brand owners to open their own ‘flagship stores’ on the platforms, but many Chinese consumers 
remain sceptical.

PRODUCT CATEGORY

APPAPREL, SHOES, BAGS, JEWELRY 61.0% 33.5% 2.4%

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE 20.4% 13.1% 51.9%

3C PRODUCTS 15.0% 10.4% 54.8%

COSMETICS 51.3% 23.4% 7.9%

PERSONAL CARE 29.1% 22.4% 25.6%

FOODS 44.7% 33.1% 5.2%

BEVERAGE & WINE 27.1% 26.0% 25.3%

HOUSEHOLD CLEANING 24.0% 22.9% 25.1%

BABY PRODUCTS 48.3% 34.6% 13.0%

BOOKS & AUDIO 11.6% 21.3% 14.2% 

CASE STUDY
San Pellegrino, a leading FMCG sparkling water brand, achieved sales of approaching 

1.5m bottles (25% of total China sales) online in 2015.
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MANY UK BRANDS SUCH AS TANGLE TEEZER HAVE DRIVEN SALES 
TO A DOMESTIC TMALL FLAGSHIP STORE IN CHINA

https://tangleteezer.tmall.com/search.htm?spm=a220m.1000858.1000725.3.1GD3dA&rn=b9f844cff66825c6328595a4fe542ce1&keyword=tangle+teezer&user_number_id=2064000306
https://hollandbarrett.tmall.hk/search.htm?spm=a220m.1000858.1000725.26.ubs1tz&rn=e4fad2b5296d0089d2304ccb1d6ad935&keyword=hollandbarrett&user_number_id=2592047981
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2 How do you fulfill online sales in China?

When selling online in China, there are three fulfilment pathways open to you, depending on which channel you 
are selling through. 
 
Pathway 1. Cross-border e-commerce
Pathway 2. Personal effects
Pathway 3. Company trade
 
This matrix sets out which fulfilment types are compatible with each sales channel:

CHANNEL OWN WEBSITE
GLOBAL CROSS-BORDER 

e-COMMERCE SITE
DOMESTIC e-COMMERCE SITE

PERSONAL EFFECTS ✔ ✔ ✔

CROSS BORDER e-COMMERCE ✔
(local guarantor required)

✔
(local guarantor required for all 

platforms apart from TMall Global & 
JD Worldwide)

✗

COMPANY TRADE
✔ 

(stock held in country)
✔ 

(when purchased by global  
cross-border e-commerce site)

✔

Pathway 1. Cross-border e-commerce
 
Cross border e-commerce is a specific government policy rolled out in China to grant foreign brands easier 
access to the vast China consumer market. It is a cooperation between several government departments, 
particularly Chinese Tax, Chinese Customs, and the major Chinese cross-border e-commerce sites.
 
Cross border e-commerce eliminates the requirement for a local company to be the importer of record for 
goods imported into China; the sales transaction is directly between the Western brand and the consumer in 
China.
 
In short, the Chinese consumer is the importer of record for cross-border e-commerce in China.
 
This is a significant development, as a trade agent was formerly required to import goods and facilitate the deal.
 
Since April 2016, a ‘positive list’ dictates the product categories that can be fulfilled through cross-border 
e-commerce in China without further registration requirements. If your product is not included within this 
positive list, it will not enjoy the automatic benefits from cross-border e-commerce, and you will need to clarify 
registration requirements to import your product into China.
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Goods sold online in China via cross-border e-commerce are subject to a reduced 70% of VAT of that product 
category, within the following transaction limits:
 
• <RMB 2,000 per transaction 
• <RMB 20,000 per Chinese consumer / year
 
Transactions within this limit enjoy zero import tariffs, but are still levied with import VAT, charged at 70 percent 
of the taxable amount. Unlike personal effects, there is no longer a tax exemption for goods with a taxable 
amount of <RMB 50. 
 
This means that if you are selling a product with a normal VAT rate of 17%, it will be levied at a reduced 
rate of 11.9% if sold through cross-border e-commerce.  
 
If a Chinese consumer orders goods over the transaction limits, then the goods will be classed as ‘personal 
effects’ (for one item) or traditional trade (for multiple items >RMB 2,000) and no longer subject to the 
preferential cross-border e-commerce tax rates.  
 
From a fulfilment perspective, stock can either be held in the country of origin and shipped to consumers order 
by order, or delivered in batches to a Free Trade Zone bonded warehouse to shorten delivery times.
 
Remember that, even though a local company is no longer required as importer of record in this pathway, 
with the exception of TMall Global & JD Worldwide, there remains a requirement for a local company to act 
as guarantor or contact point if you are selling via other global cross-border e-commerce sites or your own 
website. 
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Pathway 2. Personal Effects
  
Chinese consumers have the right to purchase a certain value of goods directly from overseas, for personal use 
and within certain limitations. This fulfilment pathway is in many ways similar to cross-border e-commerce. 
However items can only be classed as personal effects within the following transaction limits:
 
• Single ticket consumer items up to an unlimited value
• A basket of items with a combined value of <RMB 1,000 (RMB 800 for goods shipped from Hong Kong & 

Macau) 
 
So for example, one item with a retail price of RMB 20,000 can be imported through personal effects while two 
items with a total retail price of RMB 5,000 can’t be imported into China through this pathway.
 
If you are selling online in China from your own website, personal effects offers an efficient route to market 
without the need for a local guarantor (required for cross-border e-commerce). However, remember that if 
your average SKU retails at over RMB 1,000, you will need to send each product via individual parcels, which 
can be quite bothersome for Chinese consumers purchasing more than 1 item from your site, and will add to 
the delivery costs. 
 
Goods imported into China under personal effects are subject to the following parcel tax rates over set retail 
values:
 
• > RMB 83 - 60%. Luxury cosmetics (e.g. make-up), tobacco, alcohol, jewellery, golf equipment, watches 

and perfume 
• > RMB 166 - 30%. Garments, non-luxury cosmetics (e.g. skincare), sport equipment, bicylces and other 

items not listed in 60% or 15% category
• > RMB 333 - 15%.  Food & beverage, computers, digital and video camera, furniture, household appliances, 

entertainment items, toys & games, newspapers, books & magazines
 
These rates are calculated on the basis that the declared taxable amount is >RMB 50. All goods with a taxable 
value of <RMB 50 are exempt from parcel tax. For example, to take a food & drink product:
 
• If the products has a retail value of RMB 332, it will be exempt from Parcel tax (332 * 15% = 48).
• However, the same product with a value of RMB 334 will be subject to RMB 50.1 of parcel tax (334 * 15 = 50.1) 
 
There are few restrictions on types of products that can be brought in through personal effects, and typically 
no labelling or registration requirements. This pathway can often be smoothly completed by a courier service, 
including most global courier companies such as DHL or Fedex.
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The tax game: cross-border e-commerce or personal effects?

 
You will have to crunch the numbers to confirm whether cross-border e-commerce or personal 
effects is a more tax efficient fulfilment pathway to sell your product online in China. Again, taking 
the above example, a food & drink product. The most tax efficient pathway changes depending on 
the retail value of the imported product:
 

Retail Value of RMB 332
Personal Effects. 332 * 15% = RMB 49.8 = 0 tax

Cross-border e-commerce. 332 * 11.9% = RMB 39.5
 
Because the amount is below the taxable rate for personal effects, the product should be 
imported via personal effects.
 

Retail Value of RMB 334
Personal Effects. 334 * 15% = 50.1 = RMB 50.1 

Cross-border e-commerce. (334 * 17%) * 70% = RMB 39.7
 
Because the amount is above the taxable rate for personal effects, but within the 2,000 limit for 
cross-border e-commerce, the product should be imported via cross-border e-commerce.
 

Retail Value of RMB 2,001
Personal Effects. 2,001 * 15% = 50.1 = RMB 300.1

Cross-border e-commerce. Not applicable)
 
 
Because the amount is above the taxable rate for personal effects, and over the RMB 2,000 limit to 
qualify for the 70% of VAT rate under cross-border e-commerce, the product should be imported 
via personal effects (only if it is a single item). If multiple items, you will need to import the items 
via company trade or send in single parcels via personal FX.
 

effects.

(
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Pathway 3. Company trade 
If you are fulfilling through a local company in China, such as a distributor or agent, or even if one of the global 
cross-border e-commerce sites in China (e.g. TMall Global or JD.com) is bulk purchasing your goods, you will 
have to complete inter-company import / export trade. For this you will need knowledge of China import / 
export operations, such as Incoterms, and the Harmonised System.
 
Full import duties will be levied on all goods imported into China through traditional company trade, as per the 
rates under the product’s HS code. Significant documentation must also be prepared by the export company in 
order for the import company to be able to clear Chinese customs, including but not limited to:
 
• BILL OF LADING
• PACKING LIST
• COMMERCIAL INVOICE
• CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
• QUALITY AND PROVENANCE CERTIFICATIONS
 
Many product categories, such as food and drink or electrical goods, require further testing, registration, and 
certification by Chinese customs before goods can be imported into China. China typically does not recognise 
quality certification from other countries or regions for this purpose.
 
Shipping is generally completed by a specialist freight forwarder, logistics, or shipping company, and payment is 
made through TT or international bank transfer. The import company in China requires import documentation to 
be complete in order to authorise a final forex payment through their bank. 

This table outlines payment options for each fulfillment pathway:

CHANNEL PAYMENT OPTIONS ORDER VALUE LIMITS (RMB)
RESTRICTIONS &  
REGISTRATIONS

PERSONAL EFFECTS Online payment methods in site
1,000  for multiple items/ 

unlimited for a single item
No extra restrictions

CROSS BORDER e-COMMERCE
Global cross-border e-commerce site have 

plug-in payments
2,000 per order

20,0000 per person per year
Products on 

Positive List only
COMPANY TRADE International TT/Bank Transfer None Based on HS Code
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3 Where can you hold stock when 
selling online in China?

Stock fulfilment options vary slightly depending on your chosen trade option. Broadly speaking, 
stock can be held in one of three places:
  

• YOUR WAREHOUSE OVERSEAS
• A BONDED WAREHOUSE IN A FREE TRADE ZONE IN CHINA
• A DOMESTIC WAREHOUSE IN CHINA
 
The key difference between the latter two is that in a Free Trade Zone warehouse goods have not 
fully cleared Chinese customs. As they are not technically ‘in the country’ yet, they have not yet 
incurred import duty or VAT.
 
This table outlines the options in each case:

CHANNEL OVERSEAS FREE TRADE ZONE LOCAL WAREHOUSE
PERSONAL EFFECTS ✔ ✔ ✗

CROSS BORDER e-COMMERCE ✔ ✔ ✗

COMPANY TRADE ✔ ✔ ✔
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4 Do the Free Trade Zones open up  
opportunities for selling online in China?

In the past two to three years, in an effort to encourage certain types of business in China, a series of 
Free Trade Zones (FTZs) have been established in large port cities such as Shanghai, Shenzhen, and 
Tianjin. 
 
In terms of selling online in China, FTZs offer the opportunity to import goods into China and 
hold them, before clearing customs. Essentially, the ‘border’ into China moves from the port to the 
boundary of the FTZ. When the goods come off the ship, they go through a pre-clearance declaration 
before storage in a bonded warehouse – a no man’s land – after which they are sold into the local 
market, or returned overseas.
 
The benefit is that lead times for delivery to Chinese customers are kept short while import VAT and 
duty is not paid until a customer order is raised and the goods leave the FTZ warehouse, making a 
useful cash flow saving.
 
This model works well as part of a cross-border e-commerce arrangement with a large global cross 
border e-commerce site in China as they clear large amounts of goods each day, meaning customs 
clearance costs are absorbed. Major cross-border e-commerce sites in China will also have nominated 
customs clearance partners and onwards logistics partners, enabling brands to pay for a ‘one-stop 
shop’ service. For any other model, however, be aware that extra customs clearance time and costs 
make FTZs more cumbersome and expensive than the cash flow saving they provide.
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5 Do you need an ICP Licence to  
sell online in China?

If you are selling online in China via a website hosted overseas, you will have to battle with the ‘Great 
Firewall’, which at best will result in slow load-times and at worst, a blocked website - a damaging 
occurrence if you’re looking to sell online in China.
 
An ICP License (Internet Content Provider License) is a permit that is issued by the PRC Ministry of 
Industry and Information that enables you to host your website on domestic servers within China.
 
There are two types of ICP Licenses you can apply for as a company in China.
 
Commercial ICP License
 
A commercial ICP License enables you to host a commercial website in China. This will typically be an 
e-commerce website, whereby some kind of transaction is taking place on the site itself. So if you want 
to sell widgets on a domestically hosted website in China, you will need to apply for a commercial ICP 
License.
 
A commercial ICP License was previously only available to domestic Chinese companies. Since 2015, 
you can now also apply for a commercial ICP License as a foreign company in China.
 
Remember that such licenses for foreign companies are in their infancy, and the application is still 
lengthy and relatively untested (only 1 foreign company has been granted a commercial ICP License as 
of September 2016). Like many regulatory changes in China, enforcement takes a while to catch-up, so 
approach this change with caution. 
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Non-Commercial ICP License (ICP Registration)

A non-commercial ICP License (sometimes known as ICP Registration) is required for all other non-
commercial websites hosted in China - i.e. sites that are used for informational purposes only. A non-
commercial ICP Registration is open to both domestic and foreign invested companies.
 
You can obtain a non-commercial ICP License with relative ease. It typically takes 1-2 months and at much 
less cost and regulatory oversight than a commercial ICP license.
 
If you are looking to sell online in China, don’t go straight for the (more complicated) commercial ICP 
License option as default. Consider alternative solutions to drive traffic from an informational site to your 
online sales platform in China.
 
There are three key benefits of obtaining an ICP License to host your website in China:
 
• Loading time. The biggest advantage of hosting your website in Mainland China is that it will allow 

your Chinese users to benefit from faster connection speeds when accessing your website within 
China; this is key when using video, audio or other data-heavy content on your site.

• Search ranking. Any website hosted inside China loads significantly faster than sites hosted overseas. 
This in turn impacts on how Chinese search engines (mainly Baidu) will crawl and rank your website.

• Ad-words & PPC. Obtaining an ICP License and hosting your website on domestic servers will 
enable you to promote your website through Baidu PPC Advertising keyword purchase (the Chinese 
equivalent to Google AdWords), which holds huge sway over your site’s ranking in China.
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6 Navigating the opportunities for  
selling online in China

It is clear that the benefits to your business of successfully selling to China’s vast market of online 
consumers are significant, as are the challenges of picking your way through the different choices and 
requirements ahead. As you explore your options, remember that one decision you are unlikely to 
regret is making the most of experienced advisors and agents who can take you expertly through the 
process.

Please contact us today for a FREE consultation 
at enquiries@lnpchina.com

mailto:enquiries%40lnpchina.com?subject=Free%20Consultation
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Please contact us today for a FREE consultation 
at enquiries@lnpchina.com

China Office: 1719, Cameo Centre, Wangjing, Beijing
UK Office: Launchpad Centre, Said Business School, Oxford, UK

www.lnpchina.com
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